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Abstract. It has long been expected that the spectrum of hadrons in QCD would be far
richer and extensive than experiment has so far revealed. While there have been exper-
imental hints of this richness for some time, it is really only in the last few years that
dramatic progress has been seen in the exploration both experimentally and in calcula-
tions on the lattice. Precision studies enabled by new technology both with detectors and
high performance computations are converging on an understanding of the spectrum in
strong coupling QCD. These methodologies are laying the foundation for a decade of
potential discovery that electro and photoproduction experiments at Jefferson Lab, which
when combined with key results on B and charmonium decays from both e+e− and pp
colliders, should turn mere impressions of the light meson spectrum into a high definition
picture.
1 Introduction
The Chicago Art Institute is one of the great galleries of the world. It contains some of the best
known Impressionist paintings of the 19th century: Monet’s series of “waterlilies” and “haystacks”.
This talk is also an impression: an impression of the meson spectrum. The details may be fuzzy, but
nevertheless there is a picture to be seen in a certain light. That light is the development of a detailed
understanding of the workings of strong coupling QCD.
The spectrum of hadrons is, of course, a direct reflection of the degrees of freedom that underly
hadronic states, and the forces between these. For the ground state baryon amd meson families, these
appear to be just the 3 flavors of light quarks. For excited mesons, those with the maximum spin for a
given mass, the JPC = 1−−, 2++, 3−−, · · · i.e. the ρ, ω,K∗, φ, f2(1270), a2(1320),K∗2(1430), f ′2(1525),· · · families, all appear strongly in hadro-production processes through their decays to pipi, Kpi, 3pi
and KK. All belong to nearly ideally mixed quark model multiplets. These states are said to lie
along the leading Regge trajectories. They have set the paradigm for our idea of mesons. Their
properties have defined the development of constituent quark models. Of course, QCD suggests that
the hadronic states we observe are color singlets: the simplest being a quark and antiquark or three
quarks. However QCD predicts there should be a far richer spectrum, with states made predominantly
of glue, we call glueballs, tetraquark states made of two quarks and two antiquarks, some of which
may like to rearrange themselves for good dynamical reasons as hadronic molecules, or states in
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which glue contributes to their spatial quantum numbers — states we call hybrids, with analogs to be
found in the baryon sector too. For almost forty years we have been searching for these additional
states. Indeed we may well have observed some of these, but there is little certainty of what has
been found. They are in general more difficult to identify than the ideally mixed qq states. They
have lower spins than the maximum at a given mass, and tend to be broad or only produced with
smaller couplings, or both. Consequently one has to have data of high statistics with near perfect
angular coverage to be able to perfom a robust Amplitude Analysis that can separate out the smaller
partial waves with precision. It is only now with data on hadroproduction from COMPASS@CERN,
from BaBar@SLAC, Belle@KEK, BESIII@IHEP and LHCb@CERN, and shortly with GlueX and
CLAS12@JLab, that we have (and will continue to have) such data.
Historically the focus for a richer spectrum was on the pure glue sector [1]. It is there where
lattice calculations can most easily be done in a world with no quarks. These [2–4] predicted the
lightest glueball would be a scalar around 1.6-1.7 GeV, with a tensor higher up above 2 or 2.2 GeV.
These were sought in what were thought to be glue-rich environments like J/ψ radiative decays, or pp
annihilation. Of course, glueballs decay to flavorless combinations of pions and kaons. This means
they inevitably mix with qq states of the same quantum numbers that decay to the very same channels.
Though there are indeed more isoscalar scalars, below 1.8 GeV, than can fit into two nonets, which
(if any) is the closest to a glueball is matter of debate and modeling [5–7]. Attention consequently
turned to multi-quark states, some of which might indeed be the light scalar mesons. However, it is in
the heavy flavor sectors of charmonium and bottomonium that mesons that are more than just qq have
been most spectacularly seen.
2 The Richness of the Hadron Spectrum
While the very lightest mesons and baryons are stable as far as isospin conserving strong interactions
are concerned, all excited states decay. Indeed, they decay very quickly. While they may be seeded
by configurations with the minimum number of quarks, they almost immediately radiate gluons that
create additional qq pairs. It is through these that the decay products emerge. Decays are an integral
part of the lifecycle of all excited hadrons. The ρ+ is not simply ud, but composed of additional uu
(b) 
(a) 
Figure 1. Cartoon of the Fock space
of two types of mesons. In the upper
graph (a) is shown a predominantly
qq meson with smaller four quark and
di-meson components, and in the
lower (b) a possible orthogonal state,
which though seeded by qq
configurations, may be dominated by
tetraquark or di-hadron
components [8–10].
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Figure 2. The standard charmonium spectrum with states (in light blue) labeled by their n2S+1LJ quantum
numbers, overlaid with the states of the new X,Y,Z spectroscopy, showing some of their interconnections implied
by their observed decay patterns [11].
and dd pairs. These rearrange themselves into a pi+pi0 final state. Thus as illustrated in Fig. 1a, the
Fock space of the ρ+ is not simply ud. Nevertheless, this component dominates: the coupling to
the pipi system is inhibited by being a P-wave interaction. Indeed all the states on the leading Regge
trajectory, the easiest to be seen in experiment, are dominated by their qq configurations. However,
lower lying states, like the chiral partner of the ρ, the a1(1260), spends more of its time in a multi-
quark configuration, first ρpi and then 3pi. Ideal mixing is less apparent. As soon as one recognizes
that the degrees of freedom are not just qq, but include multiquark or multihadron configurations
too, one understands that if the dynamics is favorable, there should also exist orthogonal states, in
which the qq seed might be small and the dihadron components large, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Just
such a possibility appears to occur with the X,Y,Z states (or at least some of them). The opening of
decay channels of the heavier charmonium states shifts them from where they would naively be in a
potential model, and at the same time new states appear, Fig. 1. The longest known is the X(3872)
seen in B-decay to KX, where X → J/ψpipi. While this state is 140 MeV above DD threshold, it
lives 100 times longer than expected (with a width of less than 1.2 MeV). It sits within a “whisker”
of D0D∗0 threshold and 8 MeV below the corresponding charged D threshold. This dynamics may
make it favorable that one pion exchange binds the system [12]. Indeed, it may well be an example of
a state with the Fock space shown in Fig. 1b — see, for instance [13].
Since the discovery of the X(3872), a whole host of these unusual mesons have been found. Not
every bump need be due to a state in the spectrum. Consequently the new “discoveries” have really
to be shown to give rise to poles in the complex energy plane, which is the true confirmation of a
state in the spectrum. Nevertheless, there are too many to be accidental, Fig. 2. All may well be
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Figure 3. Representation of the
Z−C (4430) (a) as a molecule bound by
interhadron forces, or (b) as a
tetraquark state bound by interquark
forces.
multi-quark states sitting close to a nearby open hadronic channel to which they couple in an S -wave.
They may then be hadronic molecules or tetraquarks, Fig. 3. Indeed the appearance of the charged
ZC(4430) points to just such configurations, definitely something more than cc as in Fig. 3. Two
remarkable things hint to a relation between all these many states that Cheng-Ping Shen [14] and Eric
Braaten [15] will discuss in much more detail. First they seem to be connected to each other (Fig. 2),
one decays into another by emitting a photon or a pion, depending on quantum numbers. The second
thing is that there are similarly narrow states in the bottomonium sector too. We don’t yet have a
working theoretical understanding of all of these states, though for some [16, 17], as Eric Braaten will
discuss, this may be closer. Nevertheless, when we do understand why and how such systems bind,
this will surely teach us about the workings of strong coupling QCD. There are even hints that similar
states may occur in the hidden strange sector with a φ f0(980) bound system [18]. Searches for KK∗
systems, akin to DD∗ of the X(3872) will be a natural target for the future.
Indeed, it could well be that the nine lightest scalars, the σ/ f0(500), κ/K∗0(800), a0(980) and
f0(980), are of a similar type, tetraquark configurations, seeded by the heavier 0++ qq nonet underneath
the corresponding 2++ states, but dominated in their Fock space by their di-meson components, as in
Fig, 1b. In many respects [10], the f0(980) behaves as a KK molecule, probably the a0 too (with the
a−0 being like Fig. 3b with s quarks replacing c’s), while the σ and κ are loosely bound pipi and Kpi
systems, respectively. If so, any simple quark mixing scheme for them is quite misleading [6, 19, 20].
“Mixing” depends not just on the complex masses of the bound states, but on the masses of the
pseudoscalar pairs to which they couple, and this has little (or nothing) to do with the intrinsic qq, or
even glue, they each likely have in their Fock space.
Results from lattice QCD are having a direct impact on experimental studies now underway. The
Hadron Spectrum Collaboration [21] several years ago computed the spectrum of mesons built from
quark-antiquark operators with both isovector and isoscalar quantum numbers at a pion mass of
396 MeV. As seen in Fig. 4, this accords well with the observed spectrum, just shifted by having
a heavy pion [21, 22]. Including gluonic operators enlarges the spectrum to include qgq hybrids. As
well as producing additional (but heavier) mesons with “conventional” quantum numbers on the left
in Fig. 4, it also creates states (seen on the right) which are “exotic” in the quark model. The lightest
of these hybrids, known as the pi1, has JPC = 1−+ in the mass range around 2 GeV, accessible to the
12 GeV campaign at Jefferson Lab [23]. Once such calculations include physical decay channels, with
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Figure 4. The masses of the negative and positive parity mesons generated in QCD by calculating quark-
antiquark operators on the lattice at a pion mass of 396 MeV, in columns labeled by their JPC values from
the Hadron Spectrum Collaboration [21, 22]. The inclusion of gluonic operators adds hybrids with conventional
quantum numbers on the left, roughly 1 GeV heavier than those with just quark operators, as well as generating
states with “exotic” quantum numbers that are shown magnified on the right around 2 GeV in mass.
140 MeV pions, the masses of the mesons are expected to be shifted, generally lower. To be certain
that any state discovered is really a gluonic hybrid, it is essential to identify several such hybrid states
with different flavor and spatial quantum numbers — ideally whole multiplets. This is what the GlueX
experiment at JLab will put under the magnifying glass, Fig. 4. To aid this further, the aim over the
next few years is to predict using lattice QCD the decays and radiative transition amplitude of such
hybrids. This follows the recent successful benchmarking of such quantities for well-known mesons
like the ρ, calculating its decay to pipi and its radiative transition from a pion [24–27].
Previously experiments at CERN and Serpukhov with the GAMS detectors [28, 29], at
Brookhaven with BNL-E852 [30, 31] and later at Protvino with VES [32, 33] were aimed at find-
ing states with gluonic components. Indeed, they each found hints of mesons with 1−+ quantum
numbers in piη and piη′, but one could never be certain these were really resonances, rather than simple
enhancements. It is in the 3pi channel where larger statistics have been accumulated. So for instance in
Fig. 5, we show the pi+pi−pi− mass spectrum in pi−p collisions at 18 GeV/c from BNL-E852 [31]. There
the high lying states, the a2(1320) and pi2(1670), are easily seen. However, the much smaller 1−+ ρpi
P-wave signal was found to be highly sensitive to leakage from the higher waves, and to treatment
of the large pipi S -wave interaction, and so claims of a pi1(1400) came and went to be replaced by a
possible pi1(1600) [30, 32, 33, 35, 36]. To prove the magnitude and relative phase variations arise from
a pole in the complex energy plane requires more events with a hermetic detector and more detailed
analysis.
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Figure 5. The pi+pi−pi− mass spectrum found in pi−p collisions at 18
GeV/c by BNL-852 experiment [31]. The dominant resonances are
indicated. The COMPASS experiment at 190 GeV/c has 400 times
the statistics on the same channel with a very similar, but inevitably
smoother, 3pi spectrum [34].
3 Challenges for the near future
An attempt to use high statistics to completely clean up the light hadron spectrum is provided by
combining results from several different production mechanisms to which new technology allows
precision access. Hadroproduction with pion beams at COMPASS, heavy flavor decays from BaBar,
Belle, BESIII and LHCb, and photoproduction (with real and virtual photons) at Jefferson Lab with
GlueX and CLAS12. Here is where a whole suite of precision analysis tools are required to match
the precision of the existing data, or that to come, if we are to truly extract definitive physics results
from these data. COMPASS is the experiment at 190 GeV/c that provides the world’s largest sample
of three pion production with almost 100 Million events, four hundred times that of BNL-E852. The
dominant partial waves (magnitudes and relative phases), which encode the a2(1320) and pi2(1670),
are robustly determined. Indeed, with such statistics, not only is the a1(1260) readily seen, as in
Fig 4 in its ρpi mode, but a new a1(1420) structure observed in the hundred times smaller f0(980)pi
channel [37] – see also [38]. It is at this level that waves with “exotic” quantum numbers appear: they
are only a tiny fraction of the integrated cross-section.
To extract partial waves which contribute less than a few percent, one needs to be certain that one
understands all of the other waves to even better accuracy. This is a major challenge. Small partial
waves are most readily affected by artificially limiting the number of waves contributing. Something
one had to do with earlier lower statistics data. COMPASS analyses [39] have dramatically illustrated
the effect on the 1−+ ρpi P-wave of different truncations by showing how fitting their data with re-
stricted wavesets reproduces the results of analyses by BNL-E865 and by the VES group, matching
the number of partial waves included by the BNL and VES experiments. The possible pi1(1400) and
pi1(1600) broaden and change shape, as the number of contributing waves is altered [39]. To ensure
this is not an issue, COMPASS includes a far bigger set of waves: 88 in total, a set that is deliberately
“over-complete” [34].
In all these studies, the right theoretical foundations are essential. The Joint Physics Analysis
Center (JPAC) project [40] at Jefferson Lab has taken on the challenge to coordinate these devlop-
ments. The S-Matrix has been reloaded. Basic concepts of analyticity, crossing and unitarity well
known for over 60 years provide the foundation for precision analysis of precison data. These are
coupled with studies of the relevant reaction mechanisms, seen for instance in Fig. 6a, for hadro- and
photo-production. These are key to avoiding the artificial truncation of partial waves. Cross-channel
exchanges, seen in Fig. 6b, can provide a more efficient and effective way [41–43] of handling higher
partial wave amplitudes. Similarly, we know precision data demand more than a crude isobar picture
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Figure 6. Examples of reaction mechanisms for multi-particle production. On the left (a) shows the peripheral
mechanism for high energy photo-production of a state, with quantum numbers denoted by the circled R, which
then decays to meson 1-3. This process is controlled by Pomeron and/or other Regge exchanges. The sum over
channels of many quantum numbers R (circled) in γ-Reggeon scattering is expected to have a simpler Regge
exchange description, illustrated on the right (b). Such a description provides a more economical representation
of the higher waves than simply summing those on the left. Fig. (b) also includes the case when the upper Regge
exchange and meson M3 are pions. This is commonly called the Deck mechanism [41].
of pairwise interactions. Yes, the a1 (and even a pi1) may decay to ρpi and then the ρ decay to pipi,
but rescattering involving all three final state pions, Fig. 7, has to be taken into account to preserve
unitarity. This is achieved employing the Khuri-Treiman equation [44]. JPAC calculations of the anal-
ogous graphs for the η, ω and φ [45–47] where high statistics data already exist, reveal rescattering
and 3-body interactions to be small for these decays. This is not surprising given the limited phase
space. Nevertheless this benchmarking is essential before tackling heavier states, like the a1’s and pi1,
where such unitarity constraints become more complex as the number and energy range of waves in
each interaction increases. Almost for the first time, data demand this level of detail.
Figure 7. An example of the three pion decay of a parent hadron, like the a1 or a putative pi1. This has con-
tribution from the pairwise interaction of the pions, and their rescattering, as well as the contribution of direct
three body decay. All are required to ensure probability is conserved. The dashed lines indicate the 2 and 3-body
contributions to the unitarity relation. Recent calculations, using the Khuri-Treiman equation [44], of the anal-
ogous graphs for the η, ω and φ [45–47] reveal rescattering and 3-body interactions to be small, because of the
limited phase space for interactions any more complex than low energy pipi in an S or P-wave. Calculations for
the heavier states shown are underway.
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The richest source of three body decays is from B and charm factories, from BaBar, Belle and BES,
with rapidly appearing additions from LHCb. Again these are the channels with the largest statistics
required to determine the closure of the weak unitarity triangle. The largest uncertainties in the CKM
matrix parameters come from strong interaction effects from such multi-body decays. Thus the same
technology of analysis required for understanding the hadron spectrum can inform and be informed
by studying data from these machines. Cooperation and collaboration of theory and experiment, with
data from different facilities is essential to progress. It is only by such planned coordination that
we can turn impressions of the meson spectrum, of hybrids and exotics, into a definitive picture that
translates the confinement dynamics of strong coupling QCD into the detailed pattern of hadrons we
observe. That is the challenge for the next decade.
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